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every day, the pirate bay gets a lot of hate. but in reality, we think it's cool. the site itself was never a bad thing for the internet, and it has always been the host of some of our best and most important sites. kickass torrents was awesome, but pirate bay was there for us when we needed it. the pirate bay is still alive and kicking, and even though the site's shared hosting plans are expensive, it is still cheaper than our host. kickass torrents, though, didnt do such a good job with their stuff. despite their vast torrents library, it was difficult to find the good stuff. piratebay had already built a system for organizing torrents into pools, and that system was much better than the individual torrents themselves. 1337x soon decided to build on that idea.
they took a great system and provided users with meta-data that made it even easier to search for what theyre looking for in a torrents library. for instance, you can search through a meta-data based torrent library for all the films that start with a, for all the films that are available in north america, or for all the films that are available for downloading right now. this kind of search interface has been called the reddit-vibe and gives you a way to filter through a huge torrent collection to find the stuff you want to download. while torrents are awesome and while there are some very good torrents sites, they lack a certain kind of redundancy and online community that we can find in other websites. when we want to find the latest music or

software, we go to music blogs, blogs, facebook, and the like. if you want to download a torrent of, for instance, a whole movie, you might want to go to a site like reactor so you can ask others what they think of that movie before downloading it. you can also chat with them in real-time about the film, which can be much more helpful than going to a single website.
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with any luck, theres one of the wizard world conventions coming up soon, or you could schedule a
visit for yourself. as a member of the press, however, you have to pay to visit wizard world events.

with that in mind, wizard world has a great deal of optional add-ons for media. you can attend a
signature event, take part in a photo shoot, or simply observe from the sidelines. again, keeping up

with the kardashians is a full-time job. enter the show that everyone will be talking about for the next
few months: keeping up with the kardashians. the show is set to premiere the second half of its

season on sunday. which means its time for all fans of the show to officially break the news to their
family and friends that they watched the kuwtk season premiere. hell, we just broke it to our

parents. kuwtk is easily one of the best reality television shows ever made. since the show starts at
the same time every other sunday morning, you know you can catch it on your cable tv. on sunday
nights, however, you can also catch a version of kuwtk from 7pm-11pm est (or pacific) on netflix . in

case you need some more convincing, check out some of the show highlights from the season
premiere. the popularity of kuwtk is no surprise, especially considering the its combined four sexy
and footage of kim . her sex tape with ray j is a classic, her dating life makes her seem like shes

done for good, and her ever-changing hair styles are just making you laugh more and more. for all of
those reasons and more, watching kuwtk will be the perfect way to fill in some of the time while

waiting for the show to return in 2014. 5ec8ef588b
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